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about dashboards
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Terms to know
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
A technology-driven process for analyzing data and
presen ng ac onable informa on

CHART
Informa on in the form of a table, diagram, etc.

DASHBOARD
Reports that visualize data in a graphical format

DATA VISUALIZATION
The graphical display of abstract informa on
for two purposes: sense-making and communica on

DRILLDOWN
The process of dividing informa on into a hierarchical
scheme, honing in on a small area; thorough inves ga on
and discussion of a narrow topic

METRICS
Standards of measurement
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So what is a dashboard anyway?
A dashboard is a business intelligence tool that turns raw
data into charts, graphs, and other easy-to-read images
that visually present information on a single screen. In
essence a dashboard is a tool that visualizes data. An
article from York University’s Department of Mathematics
and Statistics describes data visualization as “the science
of visual representation of ‘data’–information which
has been abstracted in some schematic form.” Another
definition, introduced by the Interaction Design Foundation,
delineates data visualization as “the graphical display of
abstract information for two purposes: sense-making and
communication.”

Reporting hasn’t changed since
the 90s–but it can
From smartphones to flat-screen TVs and artificial intelligence,
it’s easy to see that we live in the age of technology. While new
technology has brought many wonderful gadgets into our lives,
research suggests many companies are still missing the boat.
That might seem like a bold statement, but did you know that the
average office worker uses roughly 10,000 sheets of paper every
year? According to the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, one
company saved about $30 million in paper management costs
just by eliminating file cabinets from its offices worldwide. That’s
a lot of wasted money for many businesses, especially when the
solution is only a few clicks away.
According to The Paperless Project, average employees
spend roughly 20% of their time searching for hard copies of
documents. That’s one-fifth of the working day! In short, they’re
looking for data. This statistic brings an important point to light:
outdated reporting needs a makeover, and it doesn’t involve
paper. That’s the beauty of business intelligence and digitized
reporting; it eliminates wasted time by keeping essential data at
your fingertips. As TechTarget defines it, business intelligence (BI)
is a “technology-driven process for analyzing data and presenting
actionable information to help corporate executives, business
managers and other end users make more informed business
decisions”–and it does just that.
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Sadly, companies that refuse to get onboard with data
visualization and business intelligence are still common, and the
repercussions are greater than wasted paper. “If you do some
research on the adoption of business intelligence, it’s sadly quite
low,” says President and CEO of iDashboards, Shadan Malik. “You
would see some numbers between 25% and 30%. That means
70% of business users are rejecting business intelligence, which
is unfortunate because there is a lot of insight that they need to
better do their jobs and to make better decisions.”

Average employees spend
roughly 20% of their time
searching for hard copies of
documents. That’s one-fifth
of the working day!
THE PAPERLESS PROJECT

Why more companies should use dashboards
The purpose of a dashboard is to simplify and streamline,
to give users the data they need in a way they can use. As a
business professional, it’s important to ask the question “Why
do I need dashboards?” The answer is simple: dashboards will
revolutionize your reporting process. They can change the way
your business sees information and empower you to use data
in constructive ways: to innovate and improve the performance
of your team, your company–and even your industry.
How dashboards make data easier:
• Large amounts of data displayed in one place
• Easy to read, interpret, and implement
• Simple user interface and navigation
• 100% customizable and easy to adjust
• Quick access to information at any time
• Easily shared with many people
• Accessible from any location, such as your phone

Good visualization can be
the difference between
information overload and
information insight.
SHADAN MALIK
President and CEO, iDashboards
& Author of Enterprise Dashboards

Charts are the foundation of data visualization
Dashboards, data visualization, and charts are inseparable.
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, a chart is
“information in the form of a table, diagram, etc.” You’re
probably familiar with most chart types: circular (pie), bar
graphs, columns, bullets, scatter plots, etc. Different types of
charts are useful for conveying differing types of information,
but they do a lot more than simply explain data.
In the same way that words build sentences, charts are the
building blocks of dashboards. If you’ve ever used a chart or
graph, chances are you needed to convey relatively complex
information in a simple, visual manner. This is considered data
visualization. According to the book Enterprise Dashboards,
“Good visualization can be the difference between information
overload and information insight.”
Why charts and graphs are important:
• They can help you see the relationship between metrics
(standards of measurement)
• Charts help viewers approach data intuitively by drawing
the eye to what’s important
• They can change your perspective and accentuate the
need for a solution
• Charts can carry more data with higher impact
• They can help you view large amounts of data quickly
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The psychology of data visualization
Studies show that most people remember about 20% of what they read and 80% of what they see. In other words, vision is one
of the primary ways we gather information about our surroundings. Data visualization allows you to maximize your sense of sight,
review large amounts of data, and draw conclusions from it. Here’s why:

1) You perceive numbers and images differently
When you see something, light bounces off an object into your
eye. Your eye takes this information and deploys it to your
brain, which organizes it and creates context.
Two things happen at the same time:
Sensation - Your senses relay stimuli to the brain
Perception - Your brain interprets the stimuli

2) Your brain uses complimentary processes to
gather information
When your brain experiences stimuli, it processes it in two
ways. Psychologists call this “Dual Process Theory,” and label
the processes as “System 1” and “System 2”. Simply put, System
1 processing is like autopilot. It allows you to make quick
decisions based on the information you need to understand at
any given moment. On the other hand, System 2 is how you
make analytical decisions. While System 2 might take longer
than System 1, it also allows your brain to process and solve
numerical problems with precision.

DUAL PROCESS THEORY

It’s a simple idea, but many variables play into what your brain
actually perceives: culture, mood, and experience to name a few.
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System 1 allows you to
identify facial expressions, like
elation or sadness, based on what
you already know about emotions
and how people display them.

M
A

SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 2
System 2 allows you to take
facts (like an equation) and
draw real information from them,
such as the answer to a
math problem.

3) Dashboards use the best of both worlds
Effective data visualization employs System 1 and System 2
thinking processes. It melds the subconscious and analytical
parts of the brain, allowing viewers to assess heavy quantities
of data quickly without sacrificing accuracy. This means you
can make data-driven decisions without getting lost in the
monotonous rows and columns of a spreadsheet.
Dashboards are powerful. One study, described in a
TED Studies presentation, found that visualized data was
significantly more effective for relaying information than
traditional statistical analyses. In the experiment, a group of
economists answered the same question about a data set.
These were the results:
• 72% of the people who used standard statistical analytics
to understand the question gave the wrong answer.
• 61% of people who used standard analytics in conjunction
with a graph (visualized data) gave the wrong answer.
• Only 3% of people who used the graph alone provided the
wrong answer to the question.

How to turn raw data into
better decisions
Data visualization distills complex metrics into patterns viewers
can understand. The world around us–not just the workplace–
is crammed with data. Smart phones, tablets, computers and
other technology send a constant barrage of information. Popup ads, TV commercials and an endless stream of Facebook
updates: these are all forms of data your brain digests on a daily
basis. But data doesn’t equal value. The key is knowing what
information is vital, and data visualization does just that.

Ready to upgrade your reporting?
Here’s the first step:
Like any business intelligence (BI) project, transitioning from
outdated reporting methods to dashboards requires change,
and like any change, this transition requires planning. In fact,
planning is the first and most important step in the process
ahead.
Taking the first step toward dashboards involves two things:
• Business requirements
• Technical requirements
The first business requirement is buy-in from the top. In order
to launch a successful dashboard project campaign, you’ll need
to secure the confidence of higher-ups. When management
is on board with your goals, you have the luxury of removing
roadblocks caused by organizational politics and gain the ability
to allocate the resources as needed. Stakeholders are another
important business element of your plan. This could involve one
person, a team or an entire department. In many cases, these
stakeholders are managers, administrators, data architects, etc.

Do you know what success looks like?
During the planning and buy-in phase, it’s important to
understand the purpose of your project. While the easy answer
to this query is simply “improve data reporting,” the real answer
is a little bit more involved and specific to your company or
business. In order to successfully convert your data reporting
to dashboards, your definition of success–or your goal–should
be specific and concrete, and on the flip side, so should your
definition of failure.

Technical considerations and planning

Data doesn’t equal value.
The key is knowing what
information is vital, and data
visualization does just that.
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Consider the following:
• Where are you pulling your data from now? Do you have
access to these systems?
• Are you using spreadsheets, web services, relational
databases or something else to store data?
• Will you need data exchange with other systems?
• Will you need LDAP authentication, a user portal, SMS or
single sign-on?

Start building your dashboard (strategize & create)
Strategy and building can begin once the fundamentals of your plan are in place.

This phase includes the following five steps:

1: STORYBOARD

2: STRUCTURE

3: REFRESH

Step 1: Roundtable your ideas & storyboard
First, identify the data you want to report on for your
dashboard. This should be actionable data; metrics users can
understand and implement. Identify the best form of data
visualization to communicate these metrics and organize the
graphs in a symmetrical, aesthetically pleasing way. What
images, charts and navigation will you include? Color scheme
plays an important role too; pick colors that complement
each other and draw the viewer’s eye to the most important
information on the dashboard.

Step 2: Structure your data
Data structure should support the decisions you made in the
first step. Your goal is to choose a structure that best fits your
charts, drilldowns and information hierarchy. (A drilldown, per
Dictionary.com, is “the process of dividing information into
a hierarchical scheme, honing in on a small area; thorough
investigation and discussion of a narrow topic.”) If you’ve spent
enough time storyboarding the dashboard, structure should
follow smoothly and logically.

Step 3: Figure out the best “refresh schedule”
The refresh schedule determines how often the information
on your dashboard updates. Should this be weekly? Daily?
Every minute? Or in real time? The refresh schedule is one of
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4: PERMISSIONS

5: DASHBOARD

the greatest advantages to digital reporting; you can update
information as often or infrequently as necessary, without
recalculating the numbers and printing paper reports. Unlike
traditional reporting methods, you choose the lag time
between events and when your report reflects them.

Step 4: Establish permissions
(Who will see what parts of the dashboard)
Availability is another vital benefit to digital reporting; you can
organize access to reports based on who needs it. A developer,
for example, would require different permissions than a
customer, and a manager might require different access than
an administrator. Varying permissions allows you to control not
only who can see, but share, edit, save, and export data from
the dashboard.

Step 5: Create and Deploy Your Dashboard
Once you’ve established permissions for your dashboard,
it’s time to build and deploy it. With your dashboard up and
running, you can revisit your original goals from step one and
look forward to seeing them realized. Once your dashboard is
in motion, you can start tracking information and familiarize
yourself with incoming data. Think of this step as the starting
line, where your strategy and hard work begin to push your
data reporting in the right direction.

What happens after you implement
your dashboard

Ready to transform your reporting?
We can help.

Your dashboard project isn’t over when you launch it. In
fact, implementation is just the beginning. Like any business
intelligence project, dashboards guide future decisions with
past and present information. Using on-demand digital
reporting, you can translate this into effective, timely decisions.

As leaders in digital reporting, iDashboards is devoted to our
clients’ success. We believe that your company has the power
to grow, and we’re here to help you see that. By upgrading
outdated reporting methods, you can stay ahead of the curve
by bringing clarity to your data and your decision process.

How to manage your dashboard once it’s launched:
• Evaluate and re-evaluate–set a timeframe for reviews
(weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.)
• At the end of this period, gather the data and identify
things to improve
• Make adjustments and set a schedule to repeat the process

Any business with data (in other words, any business) can
benefit from concise reporting. Our software is designed with
you–the user–in mind, so you can focus on what really counts:
your company and your customers. We’ve helped businesses in
a wide range of industries and professional fields. Now it’s time
to help yours.

Making the transition to digital reporting may be the most
challenging aspect of your dashboard project, but that doesn’t
mean you can’t make improvements in the future. Besides the
immediate benefits–like clear and instant reporting–dashboards
affect the future. No more guesswork, just clear-cut solutions.
As you continue to tailor your dashboard and develop it, your
dashboard will benefit your business.

Take the first step
by visiting
iDashboards.com
for more info and
to see what
iDashboards can
do for you.
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